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Synopsis

The contents of this thesis by publication include an introduction, a critical review, five data-based manuscripts and a general discussion providing implications and conclusions. The papers examined the early detection and prevention of colorectal cancer (CRC) in the community-based setting and among first-degree relatives of CRC patients. At timing of thesis submission, three papers (two data-based and one review paper) had been accepted for publication. The remaining three are under editorial review.

The burden of disease, early detection and prevention of colorectal cancer (CRC) is presented in the **Introduction**. It provides a general overview of CRC-related global burden of disease, its aetiology and the efficacy of screening in reducing incidence and mortality. It also examines current levels of CRC screening uptake and the populations currently experiencing inequality in CRC screening. This chapter also provides an overview of the current state of medical consultation and delay in seeking medical advice for primary symptoms of CRC (i.e. rectal bleeding and change in bowel habit).

**Paper One (accepted for publication, Cancer Forum):** "Community approaches to increasing colorectal screening uptake: A review of the methodological quality and strength of current evidence" provides a critical review of methodically sound community-based approaches to increasing CRC screening levels. This review identified (i) the number of community-based interventions published between 2002 and 2011, (ii) the proportion of intervention studies that had adopted a community-based approach and met basic Cochrane Effective Practice and Organisation (EPOC) study design criteria and (iii) the effectiveness of community-based studies with at least a moderate level of methodological rigour at increasing
CRC screening rates. Eighty-six intervention studies were identified, 21 of which adopted a community- or population-based approach to increasing CRC screening levels. Overall, the methodological rigour of such studies was moderate. Of the 21 intervention studies, 15 had used an accepted EPOC study design. Only one methodologically robust Australian community-based study was identified. Based on findings from studies with moderate methodological rigour, a number of potential options which the National Bowel Cancer Screening Program may consider using to increase screening rates are discussed. This review highlighted the urgent need for further methodologically rigorous community-based CRC screening intervention research in Australia.

Paper Two (accepted for publication, Medical Journal of Australia): “Colorectal (bowel) cancer screening in Australia: A community-level perspective” is a cross-sectional study which identified the current levels of CRC screening uptake and screening in accordance with National Health and Medical Research Council (NHMRC) screening guidelines among an at-risk community cohort of persons aged 56-88 years. A total of 1592 participants were selected from the Hunter Community Study (HCS), Hunter Region, New South Wales, Australia. Of these, 1117 respondents returned a completed questionnaire (response rate, 70%). Of this group, 777 persons were deemed asymptomatic and eligible for analysis. Overall, 63% of respondents had ever received any CRC testing in their lifetime. Forty-three percent of respondents had ever had a faecal occult blood test (FOBT), with a screening rate of 20% in the previous two years. Thirty percent of respondents had ever had a colonoscopy, with 16% screened in the previous five years. Seven percent of respondents had ever had a sigmoidoscopy, with a screening rate of 1% in the previous five years. Rates of adherence to screening guidelines were 21% for respondents “at or slightly above average risk” and 45% for respondents at “moderately
increased risk” or “potentially high risk”. This study indicated that rates of CRC screening in Australia remain low. The screening rate for colonoscopy was high among persons “at or slightly above average risk”, despite such screening not being endorsed in the NHMRC guidelines. Effective strategies to improve rates of CRC screening and appropriate use of colonoscopy are required across the entire at-risk population.

**Paper Three (under editorial review, *BMC Public Health*):** “Individual- and provider-level factors associated with colorectal cancer screening in accordance with guideline recommendation: A community-level perspective across varying levels of risk” is a cross-sectional cohort study using the aforementioned sampled population which assessed the socio-demographic and provider-level factors associated with ever receiving CRC testing and CRC screening in accordance with guideline recommendations. A secondary analysis was conducted to examine National Bowel Cancer Screening Program eligibility on each aforementioned outcome. Ever receiving CRC testing was significantly more likely for persons aged 65-74 years and for those who had discussed their family history of CRC with a doctor or had ever received screening advice from a doctor. For respondents “at or slightly above average risk”, screening in accordance with guideline recommendation was significantly more likely for persons aged 65-74 years, those with higher household income and those who had ever received screening advice. For respondents at “moderately increased risk” or “potentially high risk”, screening in accordance with guideline recommendations was significantly more likely for persons with private health insurance and for those who had discussed their family history of CRC with a doctor. Colonoscopy screening in the previous five years was significantly more likely for persons who had ever smoked, those who had discussed their family history of CRC with a doctor and those who had ever received screening advice. Public education programs that target population
groups less likely to engage in CRC screening are pivotal for decreasing screening inequalities. Interventions are also required to increase CRC screening rates.

**Paper Four:** (Under editorial review, *British Medical Journal*): “A population-based examination of colorectal cancer screening practices of first-degree relatives of colorectal cancer patients” is a population-based study among first-degree relatives (FDRs) of CRC patients examining across varying levels of risk, the proportion of FDRs (i) ever receiving any CRC testing in their lifetime and (ii) screened in accordance with NHMRC screening guidelines. Socio-demographic and provider-level predictors of (i) and (ii) were also evaluated. Index case patients were selected from the Victorian Cancer Registry, Victoria, Australia. Seven hundred and seven first-degree relatives completed telephone interviews. Of these, 405 FDRs were deemed asymptomatic and eligible for analysis. Sixty-nine percent of FDRs had ever received any CRC testing in their lifetime. This rate did not differ statistically across level of risk. Older FDRs, those with private health insurance, siblings and those who had ever been asked about their family history of CRC by a doctor were significantly more likely to have ever received CRC testing. Twenty-five percent of FDRs “at or slightly above average risk” were screened in accordance with screening guidelines. For this group, male FDRs and those with a higher level of education were significantly more likely to have been screened in accordance with guidelines. For persons at “moderately increased risk” or “potentially high risk”, 47% and 49% respectively, were screened in accordance with screening guidelines. For this group, FDRs living in major cities or metropolitan areas, siblings, those married or partnered and those who were ever asked about family history of CRC by a doctor were significantly more likely to be screened in accordance with guideline recommendations. A significant level of non-compliance to screening guidelines among a population at elevated relative risk was evident. There is substantial room for improved screening of FDRs of CRC patients.
and an urgent need to address individual- and provider-level barriers to screening. Effective systematic interventions that reach this vulnerable population group are needed.

**Paper Five: (Accepted for publication, *Colorectal Disease*):** “The current state of medical-advice-seeking behaviour for primary symptoms of colorectal cancer: Determinants of failure and delay in medical consultation” reports on a cross-sectional study examining, for two primary symptoms of colorectal cancer (i.e. rectal bleeding and change in bowel habit), rates of (i) non-consultation and (ii) delay in seeking medical advice for both symptoms. Additionally, the reasons for non-consultation and delay in seeking medical advice for each symptom as well as the triggers for consulting a doctor following symptom episode were investigated. A total of 1592 persons aged 56-88 years were randomly selected from the Hunter Community Study and sent a questionnaire. Of these, 1117 persons returned completed questionnaires (response rate, 70%). Eighteen percent (60/332) of respondents experiencing rectal bleeding and 20% (39/195) of those reporting change in bowel habit had never consulted a doctor for the symptom. Rates of delay (> one month) for each symptom were 18% and 37% respectively. Reasons for delay included assumptions about symptom seriousness and benign nature. Various triggers for seeking medical advice were identified. Healthcare-seeking behaviour for rectal bleeding had not significantly improved, compared with a previous community-based data set. The seriousness of symptoms, importance of early detection, and prompt medical consultation must be articulated in health messages to at-risk persons.

**Paper Six: (Under editorial review, *BMC Gastroenterology*):** “Factors associated with consultation behaviour for primary symptoms that potentially indicate colorectal cancer: A cross-sectional study on response to symptoms”.
The purpose of this study using the aforementioned Hunter Community Study cohort was to identify the socio-demographic and provider-related characteristics associated with (i) ever seeking medical advice for primary symptoms of CRC and (ii) early medical-advice-seeking behaviour for primary symptoms of CRC. Males and those who had received screening advice from a doctor were significantly more likely to ever seek medical advice for rectal bleeding. Persons who had private health coverage, those who consulted a doctor because the “symptom was serious” or who did not wait to consult a doctor for another reason were significantly more likely to seek early medical advice. Persons with lower income, those within the healthy weight range and those who had discussed their family history of CRC, irrespective of whether they were informed of “increased risk”, were significantly more likely to ever seek medical advice for change in bowel habit. Persons frequenting their general practitioners less often and those seeing their doctors because the symptoms persisted were significantly more likely to seek early medical advice. This study identified modifiable factors at individual and provider levels related to consultation behaviour and delay. Effective health promotion efforts must heed these factors and target sub-groups less likely to seek early medical advice.

**Discussion and implications for future research and practice**

In conclusion, this dissertation has provided insight into the current levels of CRC screening in compliance with NHMRC screening guideline recommendations at a community level and among an increased-risk population (i.e. first-degree relatives of CRC patients). Previously, little was known about community CRC screening levels across varying levels of risk. The low rates of screening in accordance with guidelines and the identified screening inequalities across individual and socio-demographic characteristics highlights the need for systematic population-based approaches to increase the rate of risk-appropriate CRC screening. This thesis also highlighted the
poor receptivity of community members to prompt medical advice seeking for potential symptoms of CRC. Both high rates of delay and non-consultation for primary symptoms were evident, with little appreciable improvements indicated through a direct comparison with an earlier at-risk community data set. The current work highlights the need for systematic population-based approaches that are tested in methodically rigorous interventions, if improvements in the earlier presentation of primary symptoms and the level of risk-appropriate CRC screening are to occur. The direction of future research stemming from this dissertation and the possible pathways for future research initiatives are discussed.
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